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Asymmetrically modified Janus microparticles are presented as autonomous light emitting swimmers. The

localized dissolution of hybrid magnesium/polymer objects allows combining chemiluminescence with the

spontaneous production of H2 bubbles, and thus generating directed motion. These light-emitting

microswimmers are synthesized by using a straightforward methodology based on bipolar electromilling,

followed by indirect bipolar electrodeposition of an electrophoretic paint. An optimization of the

experimental parameters enables in the first step the formation of well-defined isotropic or anisotropic

Mg microparticles. Subsequently, they are asymmetrically modified by wireless deposition of an anodic

paint. The degree of asymmetry of the resulting Janus particles can be fine-tuned, leading to

a controlled directional motion due to anisotropic gas formation. This autonomous motion is coupled

with the emission of bright orange light when Ru(bpy)3
2+ and S2O8

2� are present in the solution as

chemiluminescent reagents. The light emission is based on an original process of interfacial redox-

induced chemiluminescence, thus allowing an easy visualization of the swimmer trajectories.
Introduction

Nowadays self-propelled microswimmers are of importance,1–9

due to their potential applications in sensing,10–13 biomedi-
cine14–16 or environmental remediation.17,18 In this context, an
interesting concept is the design of swimmers that couple
mechanical motion and light emission, which enables or
facilitates their tracking in real time. Recently, light emitting
dynamic systems made out of luminescent materials19,20 or
based on microelectronics (LEDs) have been described.21–25 In
these cases, bubble propulsion or electrokinetic mechanisms
cause mechanical motion, whereas photon emission is ensured
either by the intrinsic composition of the luminescent object
under illumination or by a local voltage difference generated at
the poles of the electronic devices. A promising alternative
approach to design light-emitting swimmers is based on the use
of electrochemiluminescence (ECL).26 ECL is a light emitting
phenomenon, which is triggered by an initial electron transfer
reaction occurring at the electrode/solution interface.27–29 The
produced intermediates undergo a homogeneous chemical
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reaction that leads to the generation of the excited state of the
luminophore, which produces light emission aer its relaxation
to the ground state. ECL is by nature an interfacial process
requiring the polarization of the electrode surface either with
a direct electrical connection30 or in a wireless manner with
external feeder electrodes31–33 using bipolar electrochemistry
(BE). Different types of dynamic light emitting devices, coupling
ECL emission and mechanical motion have already been re-
ported.26,34–38 In these systems motion can be easily tracked with
the naked eye or a simple camera. Moreover, these approaches
can be used as sensing and screening devices, due to the electric
coupling between the two sides of the swimmer, allowing the
design of dynamic systems for bioanalytical applications.35

Although directional motion can be achieved, either as vertical
propulsion or rotation, an input of external power in the form of
an electric or magnetic eld is needed. Therefore, the challenge
to design truly autonomous self-propelled chemiluminescent
(CL) swimmers remains. Recently, our group proposed CL
biopolymer particles showing oscillatory vertical motion due to
an asymmetric character induced by using BE.39 However, an
external chemical fuel (H2O2) is necessary to generate motion.
Here, for the rst time, we report completely autonomous CL
swimmers, which need neither addition of fuel nor external
electrodes.

BE is an interesting and simple approach to break the
symmetry of conducting and semiconducting objects.40–44 When
a conducting object is exposed in solution to an external electric
eld (3), applied between two feeder electrodes, a polarization
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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potential difference (DV) is generated between the extremities of
the object. It can be calculated as DV ¼ 3 � d, where d is the
characteristic size of the conducting object along the electric
eld lines. In the presence of electroactive species, redox reac-
tions can occur at both extremities of the object, which behaves
as a bipolar electrode (BPE), as long as the polarization poten-
tial difference exceeds the thermodynamic threshold required
to trigger both reactions (DVmin). This concept has been already
used for the design of microswimmers based on hybrids such as
carbon microtubes/Pt,45 carbon tubes/Ni,46 polyaniline/algi-
nate47 and Zn/electrophoretic paint (EP).48

In this work, we describe a straightforward methodology to
design asymmetrically modied magnesium microparticles
using a combination of two different BE processes (Scheme 1a
and b): bipolar electromilling49 for shaping the particle and
indirect bipolar electrodeposition for the subsequent asym-
metric modication.48 The resulting Janus objects are simulta-
neously moving and emitting light by exploiting the redox
reactivity of a strong reducing agent (Mg) at the metal/liquid
interface (Scheme 1c). Indeed, this redox feature allows trig-
gering both, light emission by generating the excited state
Ru(bpy)3

2+* and the autonomous propulsion of the micro-
swimmers by the spontaneous formation of H2 bubbles.
Magnesium has already been successfully used to drive micro-
motors for biomedical and environmental applications.50,51 The
swimmers reported here are based on an intriguing light
emitting principle at the frontiers between ECL and CL. Indeed,
the light emission results from the initial electron-transfer
reactions at the metal/solution interface. In other words, at
rst sight it resembles an ECL process since theMgmaterial can
be considered as an electrode in an open-circuit conguration.
In addition, the interfacial nature of the operating principle
estranges it from CL, which normally is a bulk process where
the reagents are usually mixed homogeneously. However, the
process clearly does not involve any electrode driven by a power
supply (neither in a wired nor a wireless mode), which usually
denes the ECL phenomenon. Thus, the light emission
described herein shares some features specic to ECL and some
characteristics of CL. Consequently, we may dene it as inter-
facial CL.
Fig. 1 (a) Average length of Mg wires as a function of electrolysis time
at constant 3 ¼ 15 V cm�1, for two different initial sizes: 1.2 � 0.2 mm
(black dots) and 0.6 � 0.1 mm (blue dots). (b) Optical pictures of Mg
wires with an initial length of 1.2 � 0.2 mm before and after 40 h of
electrolysis in a 5 mM H2SO4/ethanol solution.
Results and discussion
Bipolar electrochemical milling of magnesium wires

As the goal of this work is to reveal the correlation between the
shape/degree of asymmetry of different swimmers and their
Scheme 1 (a) Illustration of the bipolar electrochemical milling proces
electrophoretic paint and (c) motion and light emission principle of a se

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
respective trajectories, it was necessary to ne tune their length
and shape. Thus, in order to obtain Mg particles with repro-
ducible features, i.e. a desired length and smooth edges, bipolar
electromilling has been employed. Bipolar electromilling of
magnesium wires was performed following a concept proposed
in previous work.49 The process is based on the asymmetric
electrodissolution of a metal, triggered by the polarization of
a randomly rotating BPE in an external electric eld. This leads
to the electrodissolution of themetal (M) as the anodic reaction,
whereas reduction of protons is the cathodic reaction, as
described in eqn (1).

M + 2H+ / M2+ + H2 (1)

The DVmin required to trigger the electrodissolution is gov-
erned by the thermodynamics of the global redox reaction. For
metals with a non-spontaneous global reaction (i.e. copper, DG�

¼ +65.62 kJ mol�1), electric elds are required to drive the
reaction. However, in the case of magnesium (DG� ¼
�451.6 kJ mol�1), reaction 1 occurs spontaneously and there-
fore, at rst sight, no external electric eld is needed. We
nevertheless applied a low 3 value (15 V cm�1) in order to better
control the electrodissolution rates of the initially anisotropic
metal rods.

Bipolar electromilling of several magnesium wires (l ¼ 1.2 �
0.2 mm) was carried out under constant stirring in a 5 mM
H2SO4/ethanol solution. The cell is shown in Scheme S1a.† At
s, (b) mechanism of the indirect bipolar electrodeposition of anodic
lf-propelled CL microswimmer.

Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 7438–7443 | 7439



Fig. 2 (a) Covered surface ratio of 5 mm-long Mg wires as a function
of electrolysis time at different applied 3: 0.5 V cm�1 (black dots), 1
V cm�1 (blue dots) and 2 V cm�1 (red dots). Inset: optical pictures of the
asymmetric deposits of electrophoretic paint (EP) using an 3 of 0.5
V cm�1 (black frames) and 2 V cm�1 (red frames) for 10 and 120 min,
respectively. Optical pictures of Mg particles after asymmetrical
modification in an electrophoretic paint/water solution (1 : 10) at
different 3 values and deposition times; (b) 4 V cm�1, 20 min, (c) 6
V cm�1, 20 min, (d) 6 V cm�1, 10 min and (e) 6 V cm�1, 5 min.

Chemical Science Edge Article
this low 3 value a continuous slow decrease of the average length
as a function of the electrolysis time was observed (Fig. 1). Aer
40 h of electrolysis, the obtained anisotropic Mg microparticles
have an average length of 0.8 � 0.2 mm and a porous surface
(Fig. S1†).

In order to obtain Mg particles with an isotropic shape,
bipolar electromilling of magnesium wires with a smaller initial
length (l ¼ 0.6 � 0.1 mm) was carried out under the same
conditions. As expected, aer 40 h of electrolysis, more isotropic
Mg particles, with an average dimension of 0.4 � 0.1 mm, were
obtained (Fig. S2†). In the beginning of the milling process,
dissolution rates are proportional to the initial size of the Mg
wires (13 mm h�1 and 6.5 mm h�1, respectively). For longer
electrolysis times, the kinetics slows down since the polariza-
tion potential difference is proportional to the size of the
particles. This approach allows tuning not only the micropar-
ticle size, but also the shape, which should affect the resulting
motion of the swimmers. From the obtained anisotropic and
isotropic particles, the smallest ones were selected for the
asymmetric modication by indirect bipolar electrodeposition
of an anodic EP.
Asymmetric modication of microscale magnesium objects

In order to induce directional motion, the symmetry of the
obtained Mg microparticles needs to be broken, either through
modifying the particle composition, its shape or by changing
the local surface reactions.52 In this work, we use indirect
bipolar electrodeposition of an EP, in analogy to what has been
previously reported.48,53 The anodic water-soluble EP selected
for this study, presents negatively charged carboxyl groups
along the polymer backbone. Fattah et al. used the complexa-
tion of these carboxyl groups for the precipitation of the poly-
mer at the BPE surface by electrodissolution of metallic Zn.48 In
order to evaluate the inuence of the applied electric eld and
the deposition time, a 5 mm long Mg wire was placed between
the feeder electrodes in an EP solution. The used cell is shown
in Scheme S1b.† As expected, increasing the 3 value increases
the polarization of the BPE, which enhances the localized Mg
dissolution and consequently allows a targeted EP deposit
(Fig. 2a). As the deposition time increases, the EP covers more
than 50% of theMg surface for all the 3 values tested. This is due
to a competition between the spontaneous redox reaction of Mg
and H2O, which in principle can occur everywhere on the wire,
and the side-selective cathodic protection of one extremity of
the wire by the applied electric eld. Actually, when only a weak
or no electric eld is applied, almost the whole object is covered
spontaneously with paint due to the thermodynamically favor-
able dissolution of the metal, as illustrated by the Mg wires in
the black frames in Fig. 2a. When a sufficiently high electric
eld is applied, the magnesium dissolution at the anodic
extremity is coupled to the reduction of protons at the opposite
end. Therefore, the latter extremity benets from a cathodic
corrosion protection, clearly visible on the two wires in the red
frames of Fig. 2a.

However, as a function of time, the anodic extremity gets
covered with EP, thus converting this section of the wire into an
7440 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 7438–7443
insulator which can no longer participate in the bipolar process.
As a consequence, the efficient length of the object, responsible
for the polarization in the electric eld, is getting shorter. This
leads to a constant decrease in driving force for the cathodic
reaction, and ultimately to a value of polarization potential
difference falling below the threshold, which allows corrosion
protection at the cathodic side. Therefore, all wires, almost
independent of the initially applied electric eld, end up
showing similar surface coverages of polymer. Hence, in order
to obtain a localized deposit at the tip of the BPE, higher 3 values
(>2 V cm�1) and short deposition times (<20 min) are required.
The same tendency is also observed for Mg microparticles. As
can be seen in Fig. 2b, at low 3 values the electrodeposition
occurs almost all along the particle surface, since the DV is not
high enough to allow cathodic corrosion protection at one
extremity of the BPE. However, an applied 3 of 6 V cm�1 is
enough to polarize the microparticles sufficiently to prevent Mg
dissolution at one end and thus leads to localized precipitation
of the EP (Fig. 2c). The same concept was also used for the
asymmetric modication of isotropic Mg particles (Fig. S2c†).
The particles present a localized and well-dened EP deposit,
obtained with shorter deposition times compared to the
anisotropic ones (<10 min) (Fig. 2d and e). Isotropic particles
have a spherical shape, anisotropic particles have a rod like
shape and aer modication with EP they become Janus
particles. As a result, four categories of particles were studied
with respect to their performance as self-propelled CL swim-
mers: isotropic, anisotropic, isotropic Mg/EP Janus and aniso-
tropic Mg/EP Janus particles.
Chemiluminescent microswimmers

Motion of the different particles was probed on the interface of
a 1 mM Ru(bpy)3(PF6)2, 20 mM K2S2O8, 20 mM H2SO4 in H2O/
ACN (1/1) solution. Under these experimental conditions, the
involved redox reactions are powering two different processes:
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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the light emission by means of a CL process and the mechanical
propulsion via the generated hydrogen bubbles. Magnesium
acts as a strong reductant, which produces in the presence of
Ru(bpy)3

2+ and S2O8
2� the excited state Ru(bpy)3

2+*, following
a reductive-oxidation ECL-like mechanism.54,55

2Ru(bpy)3
2+ + Mg / 2Ru(bpy)3

+ + Mg2+ (2)

2S2O8
2� + Mg / 2SO4

2� + 2SO4
�c + Mg2+ (3)

Ru(bpy)3
+ + S2O8

2� / Ru(bpy)3
2+ + SO4

2� + SO4
�c (4)

Ru(bpy)3
+ + SO4

�c / Ru(bpy)3
2+* + SO4

2� (5)

The relaxation of the excited Ru(bpy)3
2+* to the ground state

is accompanied by the emission of a photon with a character-
istic wavelength (z620 nm).

In addition to these reactions, mechanical motion is ach-
ieved by the spontaneous oxidation of Mg and reduction of H+

to form H2 bubbles at the surface of the metal particle (eqn
(6)).11,15,56

Mg + 2H+ / Mg2+ + H2 (6)

As it can be seen, all these reactions are strongly related to
the consumption rate of magnesium, due to the high concen-
tration of S2O8

2� and H+. Thus in this experiment Mg acts as the
limiting fuel in the propulsion mechanism as well as for light
emission. It is also noteworthy that the concentration of per-
sulfate should be chosen carefully. Indeed, this sacricial cor-
eactant is crucial to promote CL. However, it is also known to
quench the excited state of Ru(bpy)3

2+ at concentrations larger
than 20 mM.54

Autonomous motion of all swimmers was monitored by
video-macroscopy recordings of their light emission. Aniso-
tropic Mg/EP Janus swimmers show a very well dened linear
motion at the 2-dimensional air/water interface (Fig. 3a and
b and Video S1†), compared to the unmodied isotropic Mg
particles, which move in a completely erratic way (Fig. 3c). The
Fig. 3 Tracks of themaximum light intensity of anisotropic Mg swimmers
H2SO4 in H2O/ACN (1/1) solution; (a) and (b) two different polymer m
particle and (d) particle from (a) after five additional experiments. Inse
experiment is 90 seconds.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
partial modication of the Mg microparticles with polymer
causes an asymmetric production of H2 bubbles with respect to
the particle axis, resulting in linear motion. In order to evaluate
this important effect of particle asymmetry on the directionality
of the motion in a more quantitative way, a straightness index
was calculated. It is dened by the ratio of the distance (D)
between the end and starting point of the trajectory, and the
total path length (L).57 Since this value ranges between 0 and 1, it
allows to distinguish random (D/L < 0.5) and linear motion (D/L
z 1). The polymer modied anisotropic Mg/EP Janus particles,
which have the highest degree of asymmetry of all the studied
swimmers, present a straightness index of 0.97 � 0.04, which is
roughly four times higher than the straightness index obtained
for an unmodied particle (D/L ¼ 0.26). This clearly demon-
strates that the proposed methodology allows for the rst time
designing on purpose CL swimmers with a reproducible and
predictable directional motion. An additional very interesting
observation is that when reusing the same swimmer for several
experiments, the straightness index starts to decrease. For
example, a swimmer with an initial D/L value close to one loses
15% of straightness index aer ve runs (D/L ¼ 0.83, Fig. 3d).
This can be explained by the gradual and somewhat irregular
spatial consumption of Mg, which impacts the symmetry of
hydrogen production on the metal surface.

Finally, it is worthmentioning that the intensity of emitted light
can be also controlled. Compared to Fig. 3a, the experiment re-
ported in Fig. 3b has been performed with a solution containing
less acetonitrile due to slow evaporation. As a consequence, the
ruthenium cation, whose charge is compensated by PF6

� counter-
anions, is less soluble and thus less Ru(bpy)3

2+ luminophore is
available for CL emission, leading to a signicant decrease in light
intensity. The decrease of light intensity is also correlated with the
amount of availableMg. The inset of Fig. 3d shows a swimmer aer
ve consecutive runs, indicating that there is much less metal le
compared to the beginning (Fig. 3a) and this explains also the
lower light intensity recorded during this run. Under the same
experimental conditions, Janus swimmers based on initially
isotropic Mg particles exhibit in the beginning also a quite linear
moving at the surface of a 1 mMRu(bpy)3(PF6)2, 20mM K2S2O8, 20mM
odified anisotropic Mg/EP Janus particles, (c) unmodified anisotropic
t: optical pictures of the anisotropic particles. Global time of every

Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 7438–7443 | 7441



Fig. 4 Tracks of the maximum light intensity of three different initially
isotropic particles moving at the surface of a 1 mM Ru(bpy)3(PF6)2,
20 mM K2S2O8, 20 mM H2SO4 in H2O/ACN (1/1) solution; (a) polymer
modified isotropic Mg/EP Janus particle, (b) and (c) unmodified
particles. Inset: optical pictures of the particles. Global time of the
experiment 90 seconds.
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trajectory, which however starts quite rapidly to transform into
a more erratic motion (Fig. 4a and Video S2†).

In very strong contrast to this, the unmodied isotropic Mg
particles exhibit right from the beginning a pronounced
random walk behavior (Fig. 4b and c and Video S3†). However,
occasionally the trajectories can also exhibit straight sections,
but in an unpredictable way. This can be explained by the
adhesion of H2 bubbles. Once H2 bubbles attach to the surface
of the modied swimmer, further bubble formation becomes
asymmetric with respect to the swimmer axis, and can tempo-
rarily cause a preferential direction. From all these observa-
tions, it becomes evident that the higher the global asymmetry
of the swimmer, the better is the directional control. Once
again, an evaluation of the straightness index provides a more
quantitative evidence. The isotropic Mg/EP Janus particle
presents a straightness index of 0.76, whereas, for two different
unmodied particles the straightness index decreases to 0.52
and 0.19, respectively (Fig. 4b and c). The latter difference nicely
illustrates the fact that the particle of Fig. 4b is not completely
spherical, whereas the swimmer of Fig. 4c is perfectly isotropic.
In a more general way, it can be deduced once again from Fig. 4,
that a decrease in global asymmetry of the swimmers causes
a considerable decrease of the straightness index, which
translates into a more pronounced random motion (Fig. S3†).
Therefore, when combining an initially already anisotropic
object with a further increase in asymmetry by depositing the
protecting polymer layer, motion is almost perfectly linear (D/L
¼ 0.97). For the other cases, a systematic and rational evolution
of the trajectory's straightness is observed. The polymer modi-
ed isotropic Mg/EP Janus particle has a lower global asym-
metry leading to a D/L value of 0.76, followed by the unmodied
anisotropic Mg (D/L ¼ 0.26) and the unmodied completely
isotropic particles (D/L ¼ 0.19).
Conclusions

We present a straightforward concept to design asymmetrically
modied Mg microparticles and their use as self-propelled
chemiluminescent swimmers with predictable trajectories.
7442 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 7438–7443
First, bipolar electromilling has been used to prepare aniso-
tropic and isotropic Mg microparticles. At a constant applied
electric eld, tuning the initial length of the wires and the
duration of electrodissolution allows the elaboration of well-
dened Mg microparticles. In a second step, indirect bipolar
electrodeposition was used to prepare asymmetrically modied
polymer/Mg microparticles. The so-obtained Janus particles
have been used as autonomous chemiluminescent swimmers
by combining a bubble propulsion mechanism with light
emission, triggered by the reductive-oxidation reactions
between Mg metal, Ru(bpy)3

2+ luminophore and S2O8
2� cor-

eactant. Most importantly, it is possible, for the rst time, to
ne-tune in a rational way the degree of asymmetry of the
synthesized particles. The modied particles present a very
pronounced directional motion, in comparison with the
unmodied specimens, due to a better spatial control of the H2

bubble formation. The proposed methodology allows changing
in a controlled way the degree of global asymmetry of the
swimmers, and thus to vary on purpose the directionality of
their trajectories. Although this is for the moment a funda-
mental proof-of-principle study, this type of light emitting
swimmers might be interesting for sensing applications, e.g.,
monitoring the CL quenching in the presence of certain ana-
lytes. Finally, the straightforward tracking of motion in real
time, enabled by the bright light emission, may facilitate the
study of collective behavior such as swarming and schooling,58

when several of these swimmers are launched simultaneously.
This should help to reveal and understand more easily inter-
swimmer communication.
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